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Industry stakeholders admit that 
Indian E-Mobility sector has huge 
potential. But also in burning 
need of Ease of Doing Business.

TECHNOLOGY

Being the Fourth largest automobile market 
in the world has not come easy for India. Sim-
ilarly the road to Electric Mobility adopon in 
the country also has faced lots of difficules 
and is currently piled up with pressing chal-
lenges. Industry stakeholders admit that 
Indian E-Mobility sector has huge potenal. 
But also in burning need of Ease of Doing 
Business. EoDB Division of ASSAR has 
stepped into the E-mobility sector in 2018 
with the Reform, Perform and Transform 
mantra of our Prime Minister Modi. Naonal 
Highway for Electric Vehicle (NHEV) an Ease 
of Doing Business iniave by ASSAR has re-
cently completed its TECH-Trial Run of India’s 
1st E-Highway between Delhi and Agra on 
Yamuna Expressway in Dec. 2020. We have 
its lead technocrat with us – Mr.Abhijeet 
Sinha, Naonal Program Director of Ease of 
Doing Business also Project Director of NHEV 
(in addional charge) for an exclusive inter-
viview with Mr. Ryann Pierre, Founder & Edi-
tor-In-Chief of NY Weeklyto answer industry 
quesons related to business barriers in 
E-mobility, need of E-Highways, banking chal-
lenges, hybrid financing model, emerging 
procurement tools, charging staon cost, 
and allocaon to investors, its break-even 
and actual ulizaon.
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Welcome – Mr. Sinha, my 1st question is to 
know your side of affirmation or constraint 
about growth of Indian E-mobility sector.

1. Does E-mobility look as promising from financ-
ing insights too as it look from outside? 

WWell thanks Ryann, for having me here at The Brief. 
I might be less capable to announce or denounce 
growth prospecve of Indian E-mobility sector. But 
I can definitely comment on the ‘Financing’ side of 
it, which interesngly had a mysterious past. EV is a 
simple technology in comparison to complex IC 
engine, but projected and marketed as a complex 
thingthing to adopt in day to day life; may be to avail sub-
sidies from govt to cushion inial assembly line 
CapEx of EVs as it looks like govt was solely respon-
sible for everything related to adopon. 

We have been using many baery operated
golf-cart type EVs in green campuses. But fol-
lowing European trends, instead of focusing
on instuonal and capve usages upgrad-
aon first; Indian EV industry made
a premature jump to frontline retai-
ling of EVs, where it came in direct
compe on with Diesel/Petrol/ 
CNG and Hybrid vehicle; that too 
without sufficient charging infra 
in place. And disparity arisen out in place. And disparity arisen out 
of this wrong equivalence were
thrown on government as business 
barriers and difficules to grow this 
sector.

Unfortunately, makes it look like
government is alone res-
ponsible ponsible to invest into 
e-mobility and create a
level playing field for 
both IC & EV players 

through subsidies. Financing EV infra or proj-
     ects in such volale situaon is obviously   
          negave for NBFCs and Banks; unl th-
           ere are numbers and without numbers  
            invesng in charging infra was another  
           lossmaking business thrown on govt as 
          a           a responsibility. Unknowingly we creat-
         ed a deadlock and without bold reforms 
                      for Ease of Doing Business in its
                              absolute sense; it seems im-
                           possible to break it. Especially 
                         when spending from govt bud-
                         get into E-mobility in past 10    

                                                years reached nowhere.      

               Annuity Hybrid E-Mobility (AHEM) is 
               not an excepon in row of financing 
               tools but 2nd proven model aer 

  Hybrid  Annuity Model (HAM) with 
               robust ulizaon dynamics and fund
               ing opons. But I am glad to see that 
                                                we have graduated from this di-
                      reconal mistake and now focus-
                     ing on various capve converble 
                      opportunies first, and started 

                 

'India is India not China, 
Europe, America or Africa! It 
has its own unique  ‘Economic’ 
structures; where PCO (phone 
booths) have been a rural busi-
ness and getting a ‘Petrol 
Pump’ license is an income 
guaranteeguarantee for the next genera-
tion. But you want me to be-
lieve that there is no one inter-
ested in owning future Petrol 
Pumps ?’ - Abhijeet Sinha
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2. As we know that all emerging-tech 
pilots of ASSAR are to scale-up a pa-
culer bold leadership reform through 
Ease of Doing Business - What major 
reform you wish to smulate through 
NHEV? 

IndiaIndia is India not China, Europe, 
America or Africa! Hence it has its 
own unique Economic structure; 
where PCO (phone booth) have been 
a rural business and ge ng a ‘Petrol 
Pump’ license is an income guarantee 
for next generaon. But in 2018 Govt 
ofof India, Ministry of Power clarified 
that there is no such license needed 
for se ng up tomorrow’s Fuel Pumps 
means EV Charging Staons. It was a 
big bold reform from Modi Govt. But 
does people even know about it- No! 
It’s not because people aren’t inter-
ested. It’s because there is no 
foot-print and system to process, vali-
date, fund and support; if actually 
people, companies, instuons start 
filing applicaons for se ng up 
Charging Staons. What all we hear is 
recently announced subsidies but 
what all need is a pilot to prototype all 
its components together and finan-
cially establishing it’s breakeven for 
investors. So that people get their 
righul Ease of Living and India gets 
enre naon’s parcipaon in its 
transion to achieve ‘Circular Econo-
mmy’ with green and clean surface 
transport.

3. What is the origin of this new model called Annuity Hybrid 
E-Mobility (AHEM)?

                              Ryaan there is no doubt that its utmost priority for 
                                 India to adopt cleaner mode of transportaon, 
                                  not only from polluon point of view but also to  
                                         cut short our Oil-Import bills from a growing  
                                            economy perspecve. Unlike others I don’t 
                                            dou                                            doubt leadership intent as this Govt has 

                                         done all nearly impossible bold reforms with  
                                           same ease and intent. But, I admit that de-
                                           spite of this intent government failed to m-
                                            ake E-mobility a business opportunity from 
                                                                                          2010 to 2020. But I am not sure that it is 
the task of government to build businesses around technologies? Or 
the real queson is - Why Govt is involved? If it wasn’t their job to 

make E-mobility a profitable business.

II took over this Naonal Highway for Electric Vehicle project in 
2018 as Project Director, it nearly took a year to get an answerto 
this fundamental queson-Why is the Govt involved? If it wasn’t 
their job to make E-mobility a profitable business. I was astonished 
to find that it was the incompetency and greed of few corrupt offi-
cials of the UPA regime who picked this up as an opportunity to float 
procurement tenders and jusfy govt push by announcing subsidies 
toto few of their favorites in exchange of customary corrupt pracces 
of that era. NDA came as a govt of bold ‘Reforms’ it was clear that – 
We will have to introduce a faceless and hybrid procurement plus fi-
nancing model for E-mobility; if we really don’t want this promising 
emerging technology to succumb to customary corrupt pracces of 
tradional procurement methods. Because only leadership has 
changed in 2014, bureaucracy and pracces are from the same old 
CongCongress regime, where India was among 5 fragile economies and 
globally the worst place to invest and do business as per World Bank 

ranking ll 2014.

For example - “Hybrid Annuity Model (HAM) to award road projects has 
encouraged investments in the sector says Moody” was not only a news 
headline. But such Models like Hybrid Annuity Model (HAM) has also 
changed the speed of making roads and highways in India beyond 4 folds, 
if I say in kilometers then; before we used to make 9-10 km roads per day 
and with innovave models like HAM; today we are making 38-40 Km 
road per day. Annuity Hybrid E-Mobility (AHEM) is highly inspired from 
HybridHybrid Annuity Model (HAM) and we are privileged to have a visionary 
minister as Sri. Nin Gadkari in leadership who encourage us to fight with 

operaonal and financial challenges of infra projects. 
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In India PCO (phone booth) 
have been a rural business 
and getting a ‘Petrol Pump’ li-
cense is an income guarantee 
for next generation.



“AHEM procurement is based on merit, not 
on the theory of being cheapest. Also, it’s 
nancing model is based on the conver-
sion of traffic in highway between two 
cities, not on ‘multi-layer tendering’ or an-
ticipated adoption.” he explained.

4. Why do you think that AHEM is credibly best 
suited for Indian E-mobility market economics?    

AHEMAHEM is best suited for Indian E-mobility Infra 
projects since its procurement is based on merit, 
not on the theory of being cheapest. Also, it’s fi-
nancing model is based on the conversion of traf-
fic between two cies not on ‘mul-layer tender-
ing’ and governmental buying and spending on 
subsidies. In common terms we managed to 
mamake E-mobility viable and eventually profitable 
by making NHEV a market place for selling EV 
products and commercializaon of EV related 
technologies. This Ease of Doing Business proto-
type serves as a plaorm of mutual trust for 
users and sellers of EVs, with synergies of Stan-
dards and interchangeability as designed by NITI 
Aayog, DST for a naonal transformaon impe-
tus on E-mobility and energy efficiency. Where all 
EV related product & service providers cannot 
just vend and trade their products and technolo-
gies into exisng and up-coming demands from 
E-highway projects under NHEV. But they can 
also avail key EoDB facilies like – Land for sta
ons, finance for EVs and infra, insurance, lease, 
hire, ckeng, vehicle buyer operators, road side 
assistance, mobile break down survices on high-
ways.
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5. How are you planning to fund these staons and NHEV components 
with AHEM? 

There are only 3 components in NHEV and all three has different but 
robust financing sources 

A) ChaA) Charging Staons: 18 of them to be funded with five different AHEM financing opons on 
annuity and reaching to its breakeven in 36–40 months. 2 Solar powered prototype staons 
are to be allocated to Renewable Power instuons.  B) E-Cars & E-Buss Fleets: to be funded 
by Consorum Banks on monthly EMI, paid from cash flow of its fleet operators. C) Network 
& Road Side Assistance Infra: to be developed with support of IT Ministry as Central EVRS 
(Electric Vehicle Registraon System) as a white level interface fo public usages to access 
these E-highways.    

6.6. What Ease of Doing Business E-mobility players can expect from 
NHEV?

EExactly opposite to what it is today, on name of Ease of Doing Business, 
what is being thrown into E-mobility sector - First is ‘Lobbied Subsidies’ 
from one pocket to another and other is ‘The Hope that govt will build an 
infrastructure to support your EV product sales someday’. But I am sorry to 
defenestrate it, perhaps what I should do is to draw your aenon to what 
could be the actual Ease of Doing Business through the arguments we 
have advanced with use case of Annuity Hybrid E-Mobility (AHEM) to fund 
NHEV NHEV today. 

Because today’s E-mobility market we have 

A) EV projects listed in negave list of banks and NBFCs for funding, 
B) Insurance companies are reluctant to insure e-vehicles if you are a new OEM, 
C) DISCOMs doesn’t even hold a portal to process charging staon applicaons, 
D) We don’t have a live naonal dashboard of EV adopon or registraon even .
E) We have been buying EV  from govt pocket last 10 years sll nowhere in the world map.
F) EVSE become obsolete in technical inter-operability by the me of tendering get complete.

II know we are challenging the very idea of subsidies on pretext of Ease of 
Doing Business and it could be praccally argued in this prototype, that 
the economic situaon of our naon is not that strong that it can hold the 
capital expenditure cost of making pan India Charging staons network 
from govt funds and subsidies. If we had such expenditure potenals, by 
now charging infrastructure would have been in place, no naon would 
wait even a year to cut-short its huge oil-import bills; if it’s possible by 
spending on ispending on infrastructure forget about wasng 10 years on it.

Now post COVID economic impacts, govt spending on E-mobility shall also 
go through further scruny and restructure. It’s high me for this emerg-
ing tech to take driving seat and make its commercializaon profitable 
with minimal subsidy and support from govt. And it is only possible when 
EVs go out of metros on highways or else it will become another example 
of CNG.
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We are challenging the 
very idea of subsidies on 
the pretext of Ease of 
Doing Business in E-mo-
bility but signicance of 
pilots is that it could be 
practically argued in this 
pprototype both techni-
cally and nancially” – 
Abhijeet affirmed



7. We heard too good to believe numbers about 
charging infra ulizaon in NHEV upto 30% on 
highways in comparison to exisng 3% in cies. 
Are they real or movaonal? 

RRyann, I must say it’s good to be interviewed by you now as 
it’s one of the most crical quesons that wasn’t asked. But 
early debate could have saved lots of efforts and CapEx we 
invested in cies before making E-Highways for EVs. Be-
cause in cies you can’t mandate charging spots, people 
are free to land at any charging staon like petrol pumps. 
But on highways where we have daily roune transport ve-
hicleshicles and they even have their petrol pumps and stops 
marked and well negoated.

When we esmated daily numbers of passenger transport 
vehicle between pilot cies Jaipur – Delhi – Agra and did a 
TECH-Trial run to esmate inducon of 0.8% to 3% electric 
vehicles in the traffic, their commied charging (like nego-
ated petrol pumps) managed to break-even the cost of 
charging infra and CapEx spent on EVSE in 36-40 months. I 
remember the cricism Mr. E. Sreedharan had in our devel-
opingoping naon; for having huge expenditure projecons of 
Metro Rails for making tunnels and overhead tracks. But 
Metro reached its break even in 8 years. We have lesser 
spending in making E-Highways in comparison to metro and 
similarly reaching break-even in shorter period of 3-4 years. 

But lesson learnt from similaries between Metro Rail and 
E-Mobility is – EV is also not a stand alone product. People 
get three opons to use EVs without buying them in NHEV 
as 1) E-Bus, 2) Electric Car (with driver) and 3) Electric Cars 
(without driver) and all of them has their fixed start, stop 
and end points as per their technical capabilies and charg-
ing needs without even le ng the passenger know that 
-whe-wheather they stopped for coffee break or technical 
break? It gives each of our charger a commied 30% 
off-take charging opportunity to charge vehicles running in 
premeditated network like metro rails on this E-highway. I 
am reasonably sure that this ulizaon will further increase 
from 30% with increase in vehicle. Because the lile quan-
ty of vehicle we are introducing in current traffic of passen-
gger vehicle will have at least 3 days waing to get seat book-
ing in E-bus or an EV for a self-drive trip to Jaipur – Delhi – 
Agra. 
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In cities you can’t mandate 
charging spots, people are free to 
land at any charging station like 
petrol pumps. But on highways 
even routine transport vehicles 
have their petrol pumps and stops 
marked and well pre-negotiated.” 
sasays Abhijeet



Vehicle has telecom and telematics installations with 
encrypted SIMs to connect with support stations 
anytime just a button away and the E-Highway Con-
trol Room can also instruct and restrict them from 
losing their highway tracks with calls to car audio sys-
tems and controls on BMS.” – Abhijeet added

8. I have heard one more excing thing about 
NHEV that it’s going to be an EV the-proof high-
way, it sounds like next-gen tech to me- will you 
elaborate it a lile?

OfOf course it is, but it was a profitable byproduct came 
out of struggle we went through to get our EVs 
funded through banks for partner fleet operators. 
Banks primarily inspect security of stock or product 
for which they advance, which is EV in this case. Sec-
ondly the exisng revenue model from which bor-
rower is going to pay its installments. Fortunately, 
thethere is already sufficient tourism to Jaipur and Agra 
from Delhi to absorb 3% EV inducons to meet Bank’s 
1st criteria and since we save on fuel cost thus out 
passenger cket cost also came lower that petrol / 
diesel vehicle. But didn’t wanted our fleet operators 
to give collateral securies to get EV loans and it was 
only possible if we make our enre fleet technically 
ththe proof and high on alert with geo fencing. If you 
ask me about technology then there are acve and 
passive trackers installed in our EVs at commence-
ment with inward and outward cameras for passen-
ger safety and road safety. Vehicle has telecom and 
telemacs installaons with encrypted SIMs to con-
nect with support staons anyme just a buon awa
and E-Highway control room can also instruct and re-
strict them from losing their highway tracks with calls 
to car audio system. Sll if they don’t come back to 
highway their vehicle can be disabled from control 
room through baery management system and near-
est staon team can reach for rescue within 30 min.       
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9. This emerging TECH queson came from tech enthusiasts who 
believe ‘Baery Swapping’ or Range Extender will soon restructure 
E-mobility sector and make many currently emerging tech obsolete. 
Are you also doing a range extender pilot on this 500 Km prototype 
E-highway in NHEV?

YYes, we are allocang 1 vehicle out of each batch of 25 vehicles to 
joint R&D team of range extenders to develop an addionally aach-
able/ detachable baery in boot of our vehicle as range extender for 
extra 100 km. We have achieved inial success and requisite partner-
ship to test its prototypes in this pilot. We would formally release its 
technical and capability related informaon jointly with its stake 
holders only such as baery operator, technology partner and parc-
ipipang EV OEMs. You will have to wait for this as talking about it 
alone will be like overstepping in their TECH space. But being Project 
Director I can say our EVs shall be ‘Highway Edion’ EVs with range 
extenders where you can insert your range extender in 5-10 min at 
any staon for next 100 km.

10. What is there in NHEV for StartUps, how are they benefied fi-
nancially? 

We believe in giving equal opportunies to startups in emerging tech 
like E-mobility; be it a corporate giant or a startup they both are 
moreover starng from same starng point with this emerging tech-
nology in India. Currently tradional procurement process has lots of 
barriers for startups like complex and needless qualifying criteria, 
presumpve specificaons and scope of work which minimize inno-
vaons and high cost of parcipang in tenders as fee and perfor-
mance guamance guarantees. 

We kept registraon and screening of preliminary eligibility to quali-
fy supply standards, completely faceless and free of cost. Those who 
show willingness to parcipate in prototype and qualify with their 
exisng products and projects, they can sign-up to parcipate in 
supply of any state or highway up-gradaon with their products, ser-
vices or technologies. Since, it’s a PPP model they can also seek ex-
empon from Earnest Money Deposit being a startup or MSME. It re-
duces their performance guarantee considerably and they can sll 
take refund of their fee of could not secure business orders from the 
paral fee they paid post exempon. Such ease in parcipang and 
compeng against corporate giants put lots of confidence in startups 
at a very minimal cost and also encourage them to understand that 
merit and innovaon is everything they need to secure business in 
such scalable Ease of Doing Business pilots.

Learning lessons from past delayed payments, we kept their dis-
bursement and payment process completely faceless so that their 
startup doesn’t suffer bureaucrac red-tapism and miss their oppor-
tunity to scale-up. 
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Earlier traditional procurement processes had lots of bar-
riers for startups like complex and needless qualifying 
criteria, presumptive ‘specications’ and ‘scope of work’ 
which minimize innovations and put a high cost of partic-
ipating in tenders as fee and performance guarantees. We 
efficaciously solved each of them in meritorious & con-
sumer centric procurement of AHEM” Abhijeet clarie
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11. Your project has been recently awarded 
with best PPP Project of E-Mobility of year 
2020. How is Public - Private – Partnership 
(PPP) model structured in NHEV? 

NHEVNHEV has been a promising pilot in E-mobility 
sector for its capability of paradigm shi – that 
e-mobility can be a sustainable business from 
day one and a profitable business from 3rd 
year post break- even. Its scalable model has 
pulled in private investor’s interest to take up 
charging staons with CapEx. But prototype 
hashas given preferenal opportunity to PSUs. 
NBFC and Banks has already enabled rural ap-
plicants and MSMEs with collateral free credits 
up 5 Crore to own these staons and scale up 
at state highways. 

Se ng up an EV charging staon like a petrol 
pump worth 5 Crore with available collateral 
free credit facilies is a profitable business. It 
also reaches its break-even in next 3 years and 
serves as an EV Hub for highway and rural 
transportaon both with 20 E-bikes and 3 
wheelers at each staon for local vicinity. This 
EaseEase of Doing Business opportunity is shiing 
load from govt pocket as a single source of 
subsidy to private sector; as an opportunity to 
own these future petrol pumps. Success of this 
pilot would not be a success of Abhijeet or 
Ease of Doing Business division alone but it is a 
success of ‘Ease of Living’ and transion from 
fuel-basedfuel-based transport to ‘Green Economy’ with 
emission free surface transport.            

Thank you Mr. Sinha. 

We will take a short break and it’s excing to 
connue this conversaon with a Technocrat 
and Ex-Banker Mr. Abhijeet Sinha. But before 
that, I must disseminate with our readers that 
there are lots of quesons regarding crical 
and controversial aspects of NHEV regarding- 
transparency, accountability, allocaon of 
thesethese highways to ASSAR, its methodology, 
revenue and procurement model and what if 
these staon doesn’t get picked up by PSUs; 
are yet to be answered in concluding part of 
the interview at New York Weekly next week.
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So far it’s been most promising pilot of E-mobility for its 
capability of paradigm shift – that e-mobility can be a 
sustainable business only after a decade not from day 
one.  It can be a protable business from 3rd year post 
breakeven. Its scalable model has pulled in private inves-
tor’s interest to take up charging stations with CapEx like 
petrol pums and gas-stations.” Says Abhijeet


